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ON THE IMPORTANCE OF MARGINALITY: ONE MORE STEP INTO
THE TWO-STEP FLOW OF COMMUNICATION*
GABRIEL WEIMANN
University of Haifa

This study applies cross-level network analysis to modify the Two-Step Model of
communication flow, focusing on marginally positioned individuals and pointing out
the "bridging function" of marginals in theflow of information between groups. The
hypotheses examined derive from the concepts of the Balance Theory, applied to
network analysis, suggesting that the "Strength of Weak Ties" and the related
tendency toward intransivity are the structural advantages of marginals in the
process of communication flow. By and large, the findings support the claimed
importance of marginals, suggesting the ability of network analysis to provide a
micro-macro bridge in current sociological theory and research.

Past communicationresearchhas almost exclusively focused on the study of mass communicationand the flow of influence and informationfromthe mediato the publicat large.
The audience has often been perceived as a
passive mass, consisting of atomizedindividuals exposed to the omnipotentmedia. Empirical evidence has proved that the media have
been "overrated"(Katz, 1980).The role of interpersonalrelations in the flow of mass communication, initially pointed out by a set of
well-knownstudies (Merton,1949;Berelsonet
al., 1954; Lazarsfeld et al., 1948; Katz and
Lazarsfeld, 1955;Katz, 1957),has undermined
the imageof a passive, atomizedsociety and at
the same time has caused a growinginterestin
personalnetworks as channels for disseminat*Directall correspondenceto: GabrielWeimann,
Department of Sociology, University of Haifa,
Mount Carmel, Haifa 31 999, Israel.
The authorgratefullyacknowledgesthe important
contribution of Elihu Katz, Mark Granovetter,
Samuel Leinhardt,and two anonymous reviewers.
The research was supportedby the Research Authority, University of Haifa, Israel.

ing informationand influence. These studies
have suggestedthe existence of "opinionleaders" in the flow of personal communication.
Lazarsfeldand his collaboratorssuggestedthat
messages from the mediareach "opinionleaders," who then pass on what they read or hear
to followers who look at them as a source of
guidance and social confirmation. Since the
introductionof this "Two-Step Flow of Mass
Communication"idea, numerousstudies have
sought to advance the understandingof this
concept, focusing mainly on the centrally located individuals,the "opinionleaders." (Several hundred of these opinion leadership
studies are summarized in Rogers and
Shoemaker, 1971). Some of these studies
pointed out weaknesses of the Two-Step flow
model, including:
(a) Ignoringevidence of directflow. Several
studies indicate that major news stories
are spreaddirectly by the mass media to
a far greater extent than by personal
sources (Westley, 1971).
(b) Ignoringthe existence of differentstages
in the diffusion process, namely, the
stages of awareness, interest, evalua-
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THE TWO-STEPFLOW OF COMMUNICATION
tion, trial, and adoption (Rogers, 1962).
In each of these stages, differentsources
and personal ties may be activated.
(c) Ignoringthe possibility of a continuum
instead of a crude dichotomy between
opinion leaders and nonleaders (Lin,
1971:203),while in the flow of interpersonal communication various network
positions may be activated.
(d) Ignoring the existence of a horizontal
flow, the process of "opinion sharing"
rather than "opinion giving" (Troldahli
and Van Dam, 1965).The assumptionof
vertical flow underlying the Two-Step
model implies that opinion leaders rely
on the mass media only, thus ignoring
the possible existence of other sources
and directions of communication flow
(Robinson, 1976).
(e) Artificial standardization of measurement, although different items of influence and information are concerned.
Gitlin (1978) points out that the validity
of applying the same methodological
procedure when measuringthe flow of
consumer decision items and political
influence is questionable.
The criticisms of the Two-Step model and
the fact that the originalmodeldoes not square
well with recent empiricalfindingsresulted in
two possible modificationsof the model. Menzel and Katz (1955:352) note, "We found it
necessary to propose amendmentsto the twostep flow of communicationby consideringthe
possibility of multistep rather than two-step
flow." The idea of multistepflow extends the
possible directionof flow and accounts for the
cases of direct flow and longer chains of flow.
Robinson(1976:308-309)presents six different
flows within the frameworkof the multistep
model, includinghorizontalandreciprocalflow
(amongopiniongivers or opinion receivers)as
well as vertical, one-direction flow. Second,
the analysis of communication flow should
consider the type of item being disseminated
andthe differentstages of the diffusionprocess
which will enableclear distinctionbetween the
flow of informationand influence.
The multistep model directs the theoretical
and empiricaleffort to networkpositions other
than centrally located individuals. While the
ideas of "opinionleaders"and Two-Step flow
focused on centrality(see Katz and Lazarsfeld,
1955:89),the introductionof the multistepflow
and horizontal flow extends our attention to
other segments of the interpersonalnetwork
and other directions of interpersonalflow. A
differenttype of flow, from less centrally located individuals(or marginall" in the social
network)to the centrallylocated, "the opinion
leaders," has already been noted in several
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diffusion studies which have found that those
who are on the periphery of the system are
likely to adaptcertain innovationsearlierthan
others (Rogers and Kincaid, 1981:229).This
tendencyhas several possible explanations:(a)
the lower level of risk attributedto "marginals";they have less to lose. In this way, they
tend to be pioneer adoptors of low adaptive
potential innovations or socially risky ideas
(Becker, 1970:281).(b) "Marginals'"reliance
on self-judgment and personal preferences
rather than on the advice and guidance of
others (Coleman et al., 1966:113-32). Thus,
Burtfound that "marginals"tend to adopt innovationson an individualbasis, ratherthan as
a part of a contagion process; the utility of
adoption is considered, by the less centrally
located, on personalratherthan social reasons
(Burt, 1980).(c) Innovatorswere characterized
by Barnett(1953:380)as "truly marginalindividuals." The inclinationto innovate is often
relatedto deviance, to nonconformity.Rogers
(1962: ch. VII) suggests that in many cases
marginal positions enjoy the advantage of
lower ratesof social conformity,enablingthem
to adopt new ideas or new products with
greaterease.
The present study suggests that marginality
should be consideredadvantageousin the process of communicationflow not only due to the
personal traits of marginalsbut to the unique
combinationof the structuralbenefits of marginality.
STRUCTURALADVANTAGES OF
MARGINALITY
The hypothesespresentedand examinedin this
study are derived from the concept of "cognitive balance" when applied to the analysis of
social networks. Heider (1946) introducedthe
concept of "cognitivebalance"based on ideas
influenced by Spinoza (Heider, 1979). "Balance Theory"consists of a set of arrangements
of sentiments and the statement that some of
them are "balanced"and some are not, producing tension and low stability over time.
Cartwrightand Harary(1956)carriedHeider's
idea one step further,using a graphtheoretical
approachin applyingHeider'sclaim to various
interpersonalrelations and specifying conditions underwhicha group'srelationalstructure
is balanced. Davis (1963, 1967) used
"structuredbalance" as a case of clustering
process, demonstratinghow individuals in a
group arrange themselves according to their
interpersonalpreferences, into subgroups or
cliques. Thus, Davis's analysis served as a
bridgebetween the claims of Balance Theory
and sociological theories of group formation.
One of the most lucid efforts to apply the
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"Balance Theory" theorems and findings to
communication research is Granovetter's
(1973). His "Strength of Weak Ties" theory
asserts that the overlap of two individuals'
networks varies directly with the strength of
theirties, thus enablingonly weak ties to serve
as "local bridges"between groups, clusters, or
cliques. The real strength of weak ties is derived, Granovetter claims (1973:1363-64),
fromtheirabilityto exist in spite of the counter
pressurescaused by the tendency towardsbalance. In this way, weak ties serve as a crucial
pathway for the flow of informationbetween
densely knit cliques or groups that would not
be connected to each other at all were it not for
the existence of weak ties (Granovetter
1973:1363).Withoutweak ties, any idea, fashion, or innovationwouldnot spreadbeyond the
clique, excludingmost of the population.Thus,
weak ties serve to agglomerate micro-level
behavior, attitudes, and opinions to largescale patterns of macro-level processes. The
argumentof the strengthof weak ties has been
useful in clarifyingand explaininga variety of
phenomena (for a detailed review, see
Granovetter, 1981), especially when the
bridging function of weak ties is applied to
individuals. Studies of the strength of weak
ties, from the individual'spoint of view (see
Granovetter,1981:3-14), suggest our first hypothesis that "marginals"make more use of
the advantagesof weak ties. Weakties, used to
connect differentgroups, are far more likely to
connect individuals who are not highly integratedwithintheirown groups(see Rogersand
Kincaid, 1981:179-80)thus maintaining"externalties" with individualsfromother groups.
Weak ties, found in several studies (Lin et al.,
1981;Friedkin, 1980;Langlois, 1977;Ericksen
and Yancey, 1980)to serve as bridgesbetween
groups, are hypothesized to connect individuals who are less integratedin theirown group.
Higherratesof weak ties as channelsfor new
informationshould be regarded as only one
advantageattributedto marginalpositions. A
second factor hypothesized to serve as a communicativeadvantageis the tendency towards
intransitivity(for a detailedreview and discussion of the transitivity model, see Hallinan,
1974). Heider (1958:206)was again the first to
single out transitivity as an important
structural feature of personal relations. By
using a graphtheoretic approach,Hollandand
Leinhardt(1970, 1971, 1972, 1977)presenteda
technique to measure the existence of transitivity in a given sociogram by examining
every triad of distinct individuals, labelling
those triads where an X chooses Y and Y
chooses Z but X does not choose Z as intransitive. Arrangingall sixteen triad types by the
frequency of intransitive"triples"in the triad

enables the measurement of the tendency
towards intransitivity.The significanceof this
tendency is tested by comparingthe actual existence of intransitivetriads with the rate expected by chance. If we regardtransitivityas a
limit to the flow of communication(Pool and
Kochen, 1978:15; Weimann, 1980a: ch. 17,
1980b) by creating intraconnected, highly
dense groups which limit intergroupflow and
the existence of bridges, the tendency away
from transitivityshould be regardedas a communicativeadvantage:The existence of "forbidden triads" (those that contain intransitivity) is essential to the flow of information
across the boundariesof subgroupsor cliques
as they provide the chains of communication
when X, who is linked to Y who is linked to Z,
receives information from Z without being
linked to Z (thus being an intransitivetriad)
throughthe mediatingactor, Y. The claim that
marginalls" less integratedinto their groups,
will tend to have a higherrate of intransitivity
in their interpersonalties serves as the second
hypothesis in the present study.
METHOD
The presentpaperreportsa secondaryanalysis
of data collected for a study of the flow of
informationand influence in the personal network of an Israeli kibbutz community
(Weimann, 1980a, 1980b, reviewed by
Granovetter1981:29-30). A sociometric mapping of conversational ties was obtained by
interviewingthe entire community(270 members), using a prestructuredinterview. Each
member was asked to list conversationalties
with other members (unlimited number of
choices) and was instructedto ratethe strength
of each tie by three scales: importanceattributed to the tie (3

=

very important, 2 = not

very important,1 = not important);frequency
of contacts (3 = almost every day, 2 = about

once a week or two, 1 = aboutonce a monthor
less often); and tenure of the tie (3 = over ten
years, 2 = five to ten years, 1 = less than five
years); thus operationalizing Granovetter's
definitionof the strengthof ties, assumingthat
the more frequent, importantand durablethe
tie, the stronger it is. Every tie was rated by
two respondents,and the scores given by each
memberof the dyad to the same tie were summed, thus addingthe elementof mutuality(i.e.,
the tie is consideredmost importantwhen both
of the linkedpersons rate this tie as important).
Hence, the strengthof each tie is ratedon a 0 18 scale, where 18 representsthe strongesttie.
The sociometric data were arranged in a
who-to-whom matrix with each column representingthe individualchosen. Each entry in
this matrix is a conversational tie, charac-
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terized by the attributes of frequency, importance, and durability.The identificationof
cliques was obtainedby sequentialreordering
of the matrix(see Richards, 1975, 1977.A detailed illustrationis presented by Rogers and
Kincaid, 1981:163-82).Identifyingthe cliques
enables us to characterizeeach tie by its direction: intragroup(when linkingmembersof the
same group) and intergroup (when linking
membersof differentgroups).
To study the flow of information, six different items were used, two from each category:"Gossip"(e.g., the rumorabouta coming
divorce of two members), "General News"
(e.g., the arrival of a new physician to the
Kibbutz)and "Consumerinformation"(e.g., a
new productoffered to the members).None of
these items was publicized formally, but was
disseminatedonly by interpersonalcommunication. Each member was asked whether he/
she was aware of these items and to reporton
the source of his/her knowledge (who told
him/her),thus identifyingthe tie activated for
the flow. The efficiency of the flow was measuredby threecriteria:the accuracyof the flow
(4 = knew all details correctly, 3 = knew most

of the details correctly, 2 = knew some details
correctly, 1 = knew no correct details); the
speed of the flow (1 = first heardof item more
thanten days ago, 2 = from7-10 days ago, 3 =
duringthe last week, 4 = yesterday or today);
and the credibilityof the flow (4 = trusts the
'news" most firmly, 3 = firmly, 2= only partially, I = not at all). As to the flow of influence, we used two decision-makingitems that
were later put to vote in the .."assefa," the
general assembly. These items were: (a) The
decision to allow young members, after their
military service, to spend a year outside the
Kibbutz. (b) The decision to accept or reject
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the applicationof a candidatefor full membership. We asked each memberaboutconsulting,
seeking advice, or being influenced in tracing
this flow. The results presented an examination of the cross-tabulationof the networkpositioning with the measures of the flow of informationand influence.
RESULTS
Marginals as Bridges

The communicationmatrix includes 2511 entries, that is, there are 2511conversationalties
interconnectingthe 270 members.The analysis
of the matrixstructureaccordingto Richards's
procedurerevealed 16cliques. Using the clique
identification,we computedthe network position of each individualin his/herclique, by the
number of choices received from his/her
clique's members. The upper and lower quartiles of the choice distributionrepresent the
"centrals" and "marginals."This procedure
was repeated for each clique separately,
therebyeliminatingthe possible effect of group
size and allowingeach clique to be represented
by both network positions.
Communicationwas measuredon the dyadic
level ("who to whom"), comparing communicative activity of marginalsand centrals
on the volume of flow originatingin each position, that is, the sum of ties activated for the
flow of communication across the different
items. The efficiencyof the flow was measured
separatelyfor "centrals originating"flow and
"marginalsoriginating' flow by three, fourpoint scales for accuracy, speed, and credibility. Table I presents the communicative activity and efficiency of "centrals"and "marginals" in the flow of six information items.
Table 1 reveals differences in communication

Table 1. Comparisonof "Centrals"(C) and "Marginals"(M) by Rates of CommunicationActivity and
Efficiency across Six InformationItems
EFFICIENCYb

Credibility
Speed
Accuracy
ACTIVITYa
C M P<
C M P<
P<
C M P<
%byC %byM
1.9 1.2 .05
3.3 3.5 n.s.
.001 2.3 2.1 n.s.
14.1
41.2
item 1
1.7 1.3 .05
3.4 3.6 n.s.
.001 2.2 1.9 n.s.
16.8
46.3
item 2
2.4 1.5 .01
3.5 2.4 .01
.001 3.1 1.6 .01
11.1
58.4
item 1
General
3.4 2.2 .01
2.3 1.6 .01
.001 2.7 2.1 .05
16.3
53.1
item 2
News
3.1 2.2 .01
2.5 1.2 .01
7.3
.000
3.3 2.2 .01
67.1
Consumer
item 1
2.9 2.3 .05
2.2 1.4 .10
.000
3.1 2.3 .01
9.1
61.2
Information item 2
a The activity percentagesrepresentonly the proportionsof the flow carriedout by "centrals"(C) and
"marginals"(M), thus do not sum up to 100 in each row. The significanceof the differencesbetween each
two proportionsis tested underthe null hypothesisthat the proportionsare drawnfrom the same population
(one-tailedtest).
b The efficiency measuresare mean scores on a four-pointscale (4 representingthe most efficient flow)
calculatedseparatelyfor the flow originatingfrom"centrals"and from "marginals."The significanceof the
differencesbetween each two mean scores is tested under the null hypothesis that the sample means are
drawnfrom the same population(one-tailedtest).
Type of
Item
Gossip
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behavior of different network positions: most
of the flow of informationis carriedout by the
centrally located individuals. The data in the
first two columns indicate the dominance of
"centrals"in communicationactivity. Though
this dominance varies across the item types
(highest in consumer informationitems and
lowest in gossip items), the differencesremain
statistically significantfor every item.
The inferiority of marginalsin the flow of
informationis manifestnot only in the rates of
activity but also in the efficiency of the flow
reported in Table 1. In most cases, the flow
carriedout by "centrals"is faster, more accurate, and more credible than that activated by
"marginals."The exception is the flow of gossip: accuracy is very low in each case and
speed is very high, with no significant differences between "marginals"and "centrals."
Table 1 reveals an interestingvariance across
the type of informationitems-gossip is lowest
in credibilityand accuracybut enjoys the highest scores of speed, whereas the flow of general news and consumer informationitems is
slower but much more accurate and credible.
These interitem differences are consistent in
both "marginals"and "centrals"flow.
The data in Table 1 does not encourageany
claim to the communicative importance of
marginality,unless we discriminate,according
to our hypothesis, between differentdirections
of flow: the intergroupflow, linking members
of different cliques, and the intragroupflow,
linking members of the same clique. Using
clique identification,each communicationact
was classified by its direction-intergroup or
intragroup-and then cross-classifiedwith the
positions of the individualsinvolved, focusing
on "marginals"and " centrals."This analysis,
presentedin Table 2, indicatesroutes of infor-

mation flow by the direction of the flow and
network positions being activated"marginals"(M), "centrals"(C) and "others"
(0).

The upper part of Table 2, describing the
routes of intragroupflow of informationitems,
reemphasizes the communicative dominance
of centrallylocated individuals.The flow originated by "centrals," within the clique, significantly exceeds that of marginalsin intragroup
flow. Most of the intragroupflow is activated
by "centrals,"thoughthe sharesof "centrals"'
activity differfrom77.47-78.31 percent in consumerinformationflow to 49.31-52.11 percent
in gossip flow. "Marginals"are not active in
the intragroupflow of informationand their
highest share of activity reaches 12.3-14.17
percentin gossip flow. The lower partof Table
2 (see "totals") provides quite a differentpicture: most of the intergroupflow is carriedout
by marginall" serving as communicators.
While the share of "centrals" in this type of
flow is low in every item, rangingfrom 11.73to
16.11 percent of the intergroupflow, the part
played by marginalsis crucial; they serve as
the "bridging communicators," activating
48.31-71.82 percent of the intergroupflow. If
we add the rates of flow directed to marginals
("central-to-marginals"flow) to the rates of
intergroupflow originatedby marginalls" we
may conclude that, both as "transmitter"and
"receiver," the marginal positions are most
frequently used for intergroupflow. Though
most of the informationflow occurs withinthe
group(we find a ratio of 6.3 intragroupacts to
every act of intergroupflow), the importance
of the bridges should not be ignored: without
them the flow of informationwould be confined to the limits of a single group.
Intragroup flow appears to be vertical:

Table 2. The Routes of Information Flow according to Network Positions, Types of Information Items and
Direction of Flowa
By "Marginals"

By "Centrals"
C to C
Gossip
Intra- General
group News
Consumer
Information
Gossip
Inter- General
group News
Consumer
Information

CtoO

CtoM

Total
byC

MtoM

MtoO

MtoC

Total
by M

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
2
1
2
1
2

11.72
9.83
4.81
5.01
8.12
12.78

24.63
22.76
39.73
26.24
41.31
46.82

15.76
16.72
24.57
26.11
28.88
17.87

52.11
49.31
69.11
57.36
78.31
77.47

2.17
3.59
2.28
2.86
2.16
2.67

5.72
6.76
5.23
3.61
3.52
2.54

4.41
3.82
3.18
1.72
2.13
3.01

12.30
14.17
10.69
8.19
7.81
8.22

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
2
1
2
1
2

2.32
2.19
4.31
3.62
5.62
4.13

5.67
6.85
5.62
6.84
6.39
5.88

3.74
4.12
4.89
5.65
3.61
2.37

11.73
13.16
14.82
16.11
15.62
12.38

36.16
35.53
49.03
52.37
48.31
46.23

8.22
10.63
9.83
7.23
12.86
18.80

3.93
5.76
3.5
7.11
4.28
6.79

48.31
51.92
62.36
66.71
65.45
71.82

a The percentages represent only the flow originated by "Centrals" (C) and "Marginals" (M) and not other
positions (0), thus do not sum to 100 per cent in each row.
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"centrals"tend to disseminate informationin
their group in a downward direction
("central-to-others"
and "central-tomarginals")while the horizontal, "central-tocentrals,"flow is less frequent. When "marginals" are involved as communicatorsin intragroup flow, they use vertical flow, this time
upward: the "marginal-to-others" and
"marginal-to-centrals" links are more frequently used than the horizontal "marginalto-marginals."The horizontalflow is frequent
in intergroupflow. Marginals,the most frequentactivatorsof intergroupflow, mainlyuse
the "marginal-to-marginal"link as a route.
Thus, the most serviceable bridge links individuals who are "marginals" in their own
cliques. The dominance of "marginal-tomarginal"bridges over other alternatives is
clear in every type of intergroupflow, though
less significantin gossip flow (35.53-36.16 percent of bridges)than for "generalnews" items
(49.03-52.37 percent) and consumer information items (46.23-48.31 percent).The tendency
of intergroupflow to be vertical does not include the less frequentbridgesinvolving"centrals"; those few bridges contain vertical as
well as horizontal links and even tend to be
more horizontal.
The findings in Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate
that various network positions are differently
involved in the communicationprocess. The
flow of informationin the group is dominated
by centrally positioned individuals who are
significantlymore active and efficient in this
intragroupcommunication,while the flow of
information between groups is carried out
mainlyby "marginals"using the links between
them as bridgesfor intergroupcommunication.
This differential communication functioning
portrays a new version of the multistepflow:
the "marginals"serve as the "importers"of
new information, while the dissemination of
the informationwithinthe group is carriedout
by the "centrals" in a horizontal flow. This
model impliesthat"centrals"rely on marginals
for "imported"information,while "marginals"
require the enlistment of "centrals" for
spreadingthe informationin the group. Thus,
the original Two-Step flow model, assuming
the existence of a downwardverticalflow from
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mediato opinionleadersand fromthemto their
followers, is to be modifiedas far as information flow is concerned; the model should include personal sources of information,other
than the mass media, thus addinga new horizontal step: "marginal-to-marginal"
intergroup
bridges.
The communicativeimportanceof marginals
reveals itself only in the flow of information.
The flow of influencein the process of decision
makingwas studiedby the respondents'acts of
seeking advice from and being influenced by
others. Data on the flow of influence, presented in Table 3, reveals differentfunctioning
of network positions in comparison with informationflow. Most of the flow of influence
occurs within the group (70.22 percent of the
ties activated for advice, consulting, or influence were intragrouplinks). In the relatively
few cases of intergroupflow of influence, the
most frequentcommunicatorswere "centrals"
(responsiblefor 80.75 percentof such flow). As
to intragroupflow, the data reemphasize the
correlationbetween opinionleadershipand the
centrallocation in the personalnetwork:most
of the flow of influence within the group is
carriedout by "centrals," mainly in a downward, vertical flow: 63.1 percent of the intragroup ties activated were "centrals-to-others'
and 27.63 percent were "centrals-tomarginals."
The communicativeimportanceof network
marginalityis thus crucial only to the flow of
information, while the flow of influence is
highly concentrated within the group and activated mainly by centrally located "opinion
leaders."
Why "Marginals"?

The second set of hypotheses examinedin this
paper suggests that the tendency of "marginals" to function as "communicativebridges"
is derivedfrom a combinationof structuraladvantages,namely, the strengthof weak ties and
the tendency towardsthe intransitivityof ties.
The claimed tendency of weak ties to serve
as bridges was introduced by Granovetter
(1973)and tested empiricallyin several studies
(for a review, see Granovetter,1981).Friedkin

Table 3. The Routes of the Flow of Influence according to Network Positions and Direction of Flowa
% By "Marginals"

% By "Centrals"
C to C
Intragroup
Intergroup

11.12
4.11

CtoO
37.27
63.10

CtoM

Total
by C

M to M

M to O

M to C

Total
by M

32.36
27.63

80.75
94.84

0
0

1.51
0

4.81
2.03

6.32
2.03

a The percentages represent only the flow of influence (two items) originating from "Centrals"
(C) and
"Marginals" (M) and not from other network positions (0), thus do not sum up to 100 in each row.
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Table 4. Strengthof Ties by Network Positions

"Central"
"Marginal"
Ratio: C/M

Total
11.38
1.89
6.02

Strong Ties (Means)
Intragroup Intergroup
2.07
9.31
0.37
1.52
5.59
6.12

(1980) provides evidence that bridges tend to
be weak ties and, other things being equal,
these bridgestend to be maintainedover time,
comparedwith those of strongties. Weimann's
(1980a) analysis of the strength of conversational ties in a kibbutz shows that weak ties
serve as actual bridges, as they are the usable
carriers of informationbetween members of
different groups in a rate significantlyhigher
than can be expected by frequency only. Can
the argumenton "the Strengthof Weak Ties"
be related to the bridgingfunction of marginals? To test whether or not marginals are
making use of the strength of weak ties, we
first collapsed the levels of strengthof ties into
two groups: weak (scores 1-9) and strong
(scores 10-18). We then computedthe volume
of ties accordingto their strengthseparatelyfor
"centrals"and marginalls" Table 4 presents
the means of weak and strong ties by the individual's network position-"central" (C) or
"marginal"(M).
"Centrals,"by definition,have moreties but
they tend to have higher rates of strong ties
amongthem. On the averagetwo-thirdsof the
ties of "centrals" are strong, whereas marginals tend to have mostly weak ties (72percent).
Addingthe directionof the tie into the analysis,
the tendency of marginalsto weak ties is more
salient; marginall' " weak ties are mainly intergroupties, while "centrals'" weak ties are
mainlydirectedto membersof the same group.
Thus, as expected, marginal, thoughless integrated socially, tend to have more weak ties
and mainly bridgingweak ties.
This finding reemphasizes the promising
theory of "the Strength of Weak Ties" and
adds an individual-level characterization to
the communicativestrengthof weak ties, suggesting that this "strength"of weak ties is enjoyed more by marginallylocated individuals.
The tendency of marginalsto higherrates of
weak ties may be related to the previous findings on the differentialroutes of information
and influence flow: The weakness of the tie,
advantageousas it appears in the case of information flow (Granovetter, 1973:1370-73,
1974:76-80), seems to lack the basic ingredients essential to influence. Casual, unstable
interactions, labelled as weak ties, lack the
confidence, past experience, authority, and

Total
5.36
4.93
1.08

Weak Ties (Means)
Intragroup Intergroup
1.19
4.17
3.87
1.06
0.30
3.93

Total
(Means)
16.74
6.82
2.45

trust that enable one to consult, advise, or
influence others.
Weakties, as a communicativeadvantage,are
related to another structuralconcept: the tendency towardstransitivity.Transitivityof personal ties, or the tendency of the friends of
one's friends to be one's friends as well, may
serve to detect the presence of structuraltendency. This tendency towards transitivityresults in a highly dense, intraconnected network, while intransitivity implies a loosely
knit, open network, divided into cliques which
are linked by bridges (Granovetter,1973:1377,
1981:28).A triad of individualsis intransitive
if, for at least one of the ordered triples that
make it up (X, Y Z), it occurs that X is connected to Y and Y to Z but X is not connected
to Z (see Holland and Leinhardt, 1970, 1971,
1972). The first step, then, is a triad census
(Davis and Leinhardt,1972). A triadcensus is
obtainedby examiningall the links reportedby
X and classifying them into the 16 possible
triadtypes, of which seven includeat least one
intransitivity. Comparing the observed frequencyof intransitivetriadswith the frequency
expected by chance is proposed by Holland
and Leinhardtas a structuralindex of the tendency towards transitivity.1A one-sided test
1 The transitivity measure (r) they propose is
computedas follows: Let T equalthe total numberof
intransitivetriadsin a given sociogram.WhenT = 0,
the sociogramis transitive,and when T is small, the
sociogramexhibits a strong tendency towards transitivity. The significance of this tendency is measuredby comparingthe observedactualfrequencyof
intransitivetriadswith the meannumberof intransitive triads (JAT) expected under the null hypothesis
that the sociometric choices are randomly distributed, with CT as the standarddeviationof T values.
Leinhardt'scomputerprogramSOCPACII employs
the distributionsof mutual,asymmetric,andnullpair
relation in a given sociogram to state a "random
sociogram"and calculategT andST. The transitivity

index is thus defined as:

=
=T

T T

has the mean

A'T

zero and variance one under the null hypothesis.
The distributionof the index is approximatelynormal as demonstrated by Holland and Leinhardt
(1970:406).
An alternativeapproachfor measuringthe transitivity tendency may be applied. In order to compare this tendency for the networksof centrals and
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of the null hypothesis determineswhether the
given sociogram deviates significantly from
intransitivity.
In order to study the relationshipbetween
the strengthof ties and the tendency towards
intransitivity, we examined the networks of
weak and strong ties. For the strong ties' network(n = 1013ties) the intransitivitytendency
r is -6.17, indicatinga strongtendencytowards
transitivity(statisticallysignificantat the .001
level). Weak ties' network (n = 1498 ties)
shows a weakertendency towardstransitivity:
the calculated r is -1.01, indicatingan insignificanttendency ( p > .10). Thus the tendency
toward transitivity is salient in the case of
strongties while weak ties tend to be transitive
to a lesser degree, a fact attributedto the
higher frequency of "forbidden,"intransitive
triplesamongthem. This fact shouldcontribute
to our understandingof the communicativeadvantagesof "marginals":As Granovetterdemonstrates (1973:1363-64), bridges require the
existence of "forbiddentriads" when the fact
that X is linked to Y and Z but Y is not linked
to Z enables the X -Y or X - Z links to serve as
bridges between different groups or cliques.
The low tendency to transitivity, characterizing the weak ties, means loosely knit, outspreadties includingthose triadicrelationsthat
are essential for the bridgingfunction.
Thus, "marginals"enjoy a combination of
structural advantages that may account for
their frequentfunctioningas carriersof information across the boundariesof cliques and
subgroups.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis presented in this study suggests
both methodologicaland substantive conclumarginals,one mayexaminetheirpersonalnetworks
(the two-step networks,that is, all triadscomprising
persons directlyconnected to the individualand all
other persons who are connected to those who are
directlyconnected, thus enablingthe study of every
triadlinkedto centralsor marginals).We appliedthis
procedureto our relationaldata and it yielded significantlyhigher transitivitytendency measuresfor
the centrals'personal networksin comparisonwith
the marginal' personal networks. However, this
finding may be interpretedas a validationof the
clique algorithmand the assignment into network
statuses because the same relationaldata served for
the measurementof transitivityand the analysis of
network structure. Hence, the greatertendency of
marginalstowardsintransitivitymay stem from their
formerassignmentto "marginal"status. We would
like to thankan anonymousreviewerfor callingour
attentionto this issue and for suggestingthe analysis
of weak versus strong ties, ignoringthe marginalcentraldistinction.
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sions. From a methodological perspective,
cross-level networkanalysis is highlightedas a
means by which a host of difficulties and
problems, inherent in data that is dependent
on one-level analysis, may be surmounted.
The present study demonstratesthe advantage
in crossing the boundaries between levels of
analysis, illustratedby the case of networkpositions and their communicativeactivity and
efficiency. The communication functions of
certain positions are revealed by relating the
individual'sposition to dyadic, triadic, clique,
and network characteristics. Only then the
"division of labor" in communication flow
between various network positions can be
tracedand analyzed.Explainingthe findingson
the advantagesof marginalsin the intergroup
flow of information required the use of
structuralanalysis, involvingtriadicdata (transitivity) as well as dyadic (strength of weak
ties), thus illustratingthe potential merits of
cross-levelnetworkanalysis.
Froma substantiveperspective,our findings
have several implicationsfor the relationship
between communicationflow and networkpositions. First, it appears that the original
Two-Step model, modified into the MultiStep model, should include the distinction
between intragroupflow and intergroupflow.
These two types of flow activate differentties
and network positions. The importance of
" centrals" -gregarious,
well-integrated
individuals-is revealed mainly in intragroup
flow, whereas intergroup flow is contingent
upon marginallypositioned individuals. Second, this "division of labor" should be redivided accordingto the type of communication;
distinguishingbetween influence and information flow and between various items of informationis required.The flow of influence, carried out mostly within the group, is evidently
vertical, with those centrallypositioned serving as "opinionleaders," the source of advice,
orientation,and guidance. Even when acts of
influence cross the boundaries of groups,
rarely are they activated by "marginals."
When, however, the flow of information is
considered, the function of marginall" in
bridginggroups and cliques is crucial, while
"centrals" are active and efficient mainly in
disseminatinginformationwithin their groups
but not between them.
Third, the Multi-Stepflow model suggests
interpersonalsources of information,besides
the mass media postulated by the original
Two-Step model. Focusing on the interpersonal sources of "opinionleaders" and taking
one step backwards from the "centrals," we
find marginall" serving as "scouts" or "importers" of informationfrom their "external"
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sources. Thus, the flow of informationvia personal ties includes horizontal flow (i.e., between "marginals")and upwardvertical flow
(i.e., from "marginal"to "central"),as well as
the well-documenteddownwardvertical flow.
Evidence of the multistepand the multidirection flow of informationmay solve one point of
controversyin diffusionstudies. Some of them
have indicatedthat early innovatorsare "marginals" (Rogers 1962:197),while others (e.g.,
Colemanet al., 1966)find that well-integrated
subjects tend to be earlier adopters. Becker
(1970) tries to explain this by the perceived
risks of adoption, while Burt (1980) suggests
that the structuralutility of differentnetwork
positions affects the decision and accounts for
the marginalls' tendency to be "early adopters." These claims leave us with an unsolved
problem,as noted by Granovetter(1973:1367):
"Centraland marginalindividualsmay well be
motivated as claimed but if the marginalsare
genuinelyso, it is difficultto see how they can
ever spread innovations successfully." The
present study suggests that marginalsfunction
mainly as carriers of new information,"importers," while disseminationof the news is
basically carried out by "centrals" in their
groups. This may be best described as a
Two-Stepflow within each group. Finally, the
communicativeadvantagesof "marginals"appear to involve a combination of structured
advantages,the strengthof weak ties and the
tendency toward the intransitivityof ties. Our
findings point to the potential contributionof
applying structural analysis methods to our
understandingof individual-levelbehavior.
More broadlyviewed, perhapsthe most important conclusion from this study concerns
the ability of network analysis to provide a
micro-macro bridge in current sociological
theory. The potential of network analysis to
point out the means by which individualbehavior is routinized and agglomerated into
large scale patterns is illustrated by the
strengthof weak ties as intergroupbridgesactivated most frequentlyby "marginals."Without the bridges, any momentum,any innovation, fashion, or idea would not spreadbeyond
the clique. Herein lies the true strength of
weak ties along with the claimed centralityof
"marginals."
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